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Abstract. The paper presents an analysis of orbital systems, consisting of the orbi1.al 
establishment, its snpply vehicles a Tl d their techniq ne of opera tiou. Sa telli te orbi 1.5 

,\1'0 classified as permanent (statiouary for morc than 10 years) and as temporary. 
The lower altitude limit for permaneut satellite orbits ,lppe<J.l·s to be 450 to GOO miles . 
These orbits arc occupieu. by observational satellites . An altitude range between 
500 and 700 miles is found to be relatively most desirable for observational Hatellites. 
Three types of temporary orbits are defined, namely auxiliary orbits (120 to 150 miles 
alt.itude; duration of occupation a few hours at the most ; purpose is payloau. transfer) , 
orbits of departure of astronautical expeditions, particularly iuto the translunar 
space (350 to 400 miles altitude ; dnration of occupation a,bout one year or less; 
purpose is assembly of inter·orbital vehicles), and OTbits of arrival of astronautical 
expeditions (30,000 to 40,000 miles altitude for Venus or Mars exped itions; duration 
of occupatioll for a few days by returning expedition until being p icked up by orbited 
vehicle from the earth) , It is shown that the optimum satellite orbit or departure 
is as close to the earth as feasibJe and that the optimum orhit o f return as well as 
the optimum satellite orbit at the target planet vary ,,,ith the target planet. Therefore, 
with the exception of the orbit of arrival, all satellite orbits preferahly lie below 
700 miles altitude, that is , within the physical edmosphere of the eartb. 

Orbital supply systems are discussed, distinguishing between pasi'enger .. carrying 
and load-carrying orbital vehicles. The latter type is fully automatic. A large supply 
vehicle will be needed for periods of establishing orbital instalbtious. For their 
maintenance a small versiou is anticipated. Desirab le featun.:s and configurations 
for observational satellites and .for orbital vehicles are discussed . 

Nom{lnclstnre 

C l. lift coe ffici e 11 t 
F thrust 
Fo apparent centrifugal force 

orbital inclinatiou with respect to 
the ecliptic 

P precession constant 
R distance from the sun 
r distance from the earth 
r " .<>pt distance of optimum satellite orhit 

of deparlure with respect to a 
given interplanetary trausfer 
e.llipse 

S lifting area 
Tpr period of regression of the orbital 

nodes due to polar-precession 

T />I' period of regression with n:sp(cct to 
the half of the globe being ex
po~ed to the snn 

t,* sidereal period of revolution in an 
orbit . 

v velocity 
TV vehicle weight 
y altitude 
a angle of attack 
J'8 01' Y parameter of the terrestrial 

gravity field (6.254 ' lOt n . 
, m i3/sec2 = 3.98' 106 km 3{sec2) 

1'8 parameter of the solar gravily field 
(2,067' 1010 n . mi3 ,1sec2 ,- , 

= 1.36·l011 km3Jse(2) 

1 Hell Aircraft Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., U. S .A. Preliminary Design Departmeut. 
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I. Furewurd 

\Vhile the present paper \vas under way, the author learned about the papd 
"Fabrication of the Orbital Vchide"bv ::'Ifessrs. GATLAKD, }{UKI<:SClt and Drxo:>lll 1i 
which, in part covers the same subj~ct as presented independently in r 4; and il\ 
thf' present paper, namely the use of automatic supply ships. The British study 
concentrates on the fabric<ttion of a space ship while [4J and this study slress, 
iTl addition, the use of automatic s u ppJ Y ships for the establis hmen land 
maintenance of satellites. However, the important factor is the principal 
agreement as to the general philosophy regOLTding automatic supply ships. This, 
the author feels, should 1x: vaJucc1 as a welcome ami cncotITaging sign that the 
concepts regarding tlw avenues of approach toward space flight. lJegin to .converge 
in the light of careful analyses and strictly functional vehicle layout. 

II. Introdud.ion 

Evaluation of the present trends ill the technology of rockct propulsion 
indicates fl growing emphasis not only on one of the main development lines 
---tlTe-gUided missile -- but likewise on the manned, rocket-powered plane which 
represents the other main development line. \Vhile details of the work in all 
leading countries are classified, the known activities and problems! in the guided 
missile field, as well as published data on recent successful flights of Bell Aircraft 
and Douglas Aircraft piloted rocket planes bear witness to this fact . 

Such development trends, although presently based on military considera
tions, could not, for all practical purposes, agree more properly with what might 
be called for at tbe present time in a planned development program leading 
toward space flight. In a sense, therefore. OJ. coordinated space flight program is 
already in existence. Although, figuratively speaking, the final destination of 
the space flight enthusiast is diHerent from the terminal of the military planner, 
as far as rockets are concerned, both stations nevC!rthclcss do lie on the same 
route of development progress. Obviously, the military terminal is so close to 
the goal of the space flight enthusiast, at least in rcga.rcl to orbital systems. that 
from thereon he may very well be capable of bei~)g on his own for the rest of 
the way. 

Fig. 1 is a graphical presentation of such a planned space flight prOe,'Tam. 
Odginally published several years ago [l]2 it applies unchanged. In fact, a quite 
similar line of thought has been prescnted receutly [2]. The program anticipates 
4- phases: 

1 An example for the order of magnitude of the problems facing the guided missile 
development in lea.ding conntries is presented ill the Air .Force study entitled "Almost 
is Not Enough" , i\ir Force 3(1, No. ;) (1953) , 

2 Numhers in brackets refer to UeIerences 011 }'agcs 5; and 58. 
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Phase A. Development of a manned orbital glider (satellite rocket plane) 
with very limited stay time in the outo' atmosphere; perhaps only as few as 
5 to 10 revolutions. 

/ 

Fig. 1. Phases 9f development leading toward interplanetary Ilight. 

Phase B. Development of a permanent space station. 
Phase C. Development of space ships for astronautical expeditions (this is In ean t to 

include thccomplete tcehnicalalld biological system required forsuch an endeavor). 

. • 
I 
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Pl)ase D . Interplanetary flight. 
This whole program up to and including the first interplanetary expedition 

ran lake about as little time as you wish to assume (within technical rc;}son), 
provided yon succeed in making it a "hang-the-expenses" program, similar to the 
Manhattan Project. The likelihood that you succeed is extremely small, at least 
beyond phase A and certainly beyond phase B, becanse tllcreafter a military 
incentive can no longer be ex
pected with a reasonable degree 
of probability. Of course, it is (,fm) 

impossible now to accurately 11tltl 

predict 'whore -the military "ter
minal" will be, but chances are 
that one, can look for it some
where in phase B; the limit 
presumably is reached with a 
low altitude teinporary, and 
eventnalJy permanent observa- ~{}Il 

hon station (manned reconnais
sance satellite) which, as far as 
it is effective, rcpreseJits tlie non 5fJIJ 

plus ultra of military reconnais
sance. 

}Hlitary interest is a necessary, 
but not sufficient condition for 
a "l!,Ulg-the-expcnsGs" program. 
To get this under way serionsly, 
it will take a state of acute 
emergency. Excluding this pos
sibility, phasG A could, within 
the next 10 to Ii) years. be 
pushed up to the point where a 
multi-stage satellite rocket plane 
is available, and the art of flying 
between 26,000 and zero feet per 
second has adequately beeu 
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Fig. 2. Exploration oJ the a.tmosphere. 

mastered. At the same time, the use of automatic (instrument carrying) 
robot satellites in temporary orbits can be anticipated. Aside from reeonnais
Sallee, these instrumental satellites can be useful as test carriers and closely 
connected with the development of long range rockets of the ballistic type. 
These rockets are called guided space missiles in Fig. 1, since, for greater ranges, 
they reach Jar beyond the realm of temporary satellites into the regiou where the 
permanent satellite will be located. Fjg. 2 shows the various altitude regions 
pertaining to air-breathing fli gllt , rocket powered intercontinental flight, tem
porary, and permanent satellites. In the latter case, satellites whose orbit is 
stationary for a decade or more, have, somcwhat arbitrarily, been classified as 
pennanent. 'With reference to "space missiles" (intercontinental ballistic rOCkets), 
J<ig. 3 presents a plot of summit altitude and range VCT:'JUS cut-off speed; where 
the summit altituc1c is given as ratio of snmmit point distance to surface distance 
from the center of the earth (snrface distance roo"-= 3,4Hn n. mi. or 6,378 km), 
the range is expressed as half center angle (radians) of the trajectory, and the 
cut-off speed is presented in terms of tbe circular velocity at the cut-off point. 
This plot is based on a family of ellipses which yield the greatest range for a 
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given eu t-off velocity. Finally, the development of an instrumental satellite will 
be interrelated with the development of very-long-range or orbital rocket planes, 
inasmucil as it tics in with atmospheric research and investigation of hypersonic 
Hight phenomena. Phase A thus can he termed, popularly "Conquest of the 
Atmosphere". As such it will, in its entirety, find military interest. On these 
premises it can be expected that any military development program will, in all 
major points, coincide 'with a coonlinated space program during phase A. 

The same holds true for 
.-----r----,---,---,...--,----......,...---,---------,' ,jYr) phase B only as far as the 

r' U value of a satellite in an JZ, 
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Fig. 3. Summit dista oce and range for optiT)1 u m elliptic 
paths. Vc ~ circular velocity at cut-oU point. 

overall defense system is con-
cerned. 

Beyond the reconnaissance 
station, then, the conciitions 
for astronautical progress ""ill 
change radically, because the 
main customer for lhe pro
duels of this development will 
drop out. This implies the 
possibility that on the very 
verge of true astronautics may 
lie its most critical period. 
However, it is fully recognized 
that, since this period cer
tainly lies 20 to 30 year5 
ahead, new conditions Inay 
arise which either offer Hew 
incentives or make a more 
liberal devotion of civilized 
mankind to its truly noble 
aspirations possible. 

The effecLi veness and use
fulness of any inhabited 
satellite. and the chances 
for realization of astronautical 

expeditions decisively depend on the development of a l1ighly functional supply 
system as well as on a realistic attitude toward orbital establishments. 111 the 
subsequent discussions we will, for reasons of brevity, designate both. the 
supply system from earth to orbit, as well as the orbital establishment, as orbital 
system. Briefly, then, the most challenging task of phase B will be the 
development of orbital systems. Some of them may still lie within the realm of 
military interest, otilers just beyond that iimit. 

The work will logically be a continuation of the preceding phase inasmuch as 
then previous develop men t efforts are u tili7.ed to the greatest possible extent. 
This point has been stressed before [3J, particularly with rderence to the fact 
that a eonbnuation of the astronautical development pTogram beyond military 
requirements will bc immediately ckpendent upon the existence of an economic 
supply system 'which operates efficiently with what is available, rather than 
requiring "Th~ Great Iron Ship" of space for proceeding. 

At the end of phase A we can expect, at the most, to find tl1e following status 
o( rocket technology: 
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1. Three-~tage vehicles o{ 600,000 io I million pounds take-off weight - perhaps 
even as high as 1.5 million pounds - will either be available, or within reach of 
short-term. d~velopment efforts, because more is not needed for any terrestrial vehicle 
up to and including instrumental satellites and " temporary orbital reconnaissance 
planes, Tn fact, most of the temporary instrumental satellites will weigh m.uch less . 
At ideal velocities of Lhe orcler of 31,000 ft/sec, as required for orbital supply ships, 
such initial weight will allow for a payload capacity of 9,000 to 12,000 lb in automatic
ally controlled vehicles, anu of 1,000 to 1.500 lb in manned vehicles with winged 
upper stage. 

2. Man will have gained his first experienCe regarding short-time existence in 
space, sheltered in a cockpit. Conditions will boe more severe in phase B when he 
has to stay in space for extended periods of time and, during this time, has to work 
outside, protected only 0)' a space ~uit. As a re~ult of the first trials during phase A 
it will be pus~ible ·to determine more accurately the maximum safe stay time of a 
crew in space, at lefL-<;t during the initial [1h ase of es1.ablishi ng and operating a sa. tellitc, 
ueeause duting this time outside activity will be particularly frequent. 11lis probably 
will resull in the req u itement for a certain cycle of rota tioll of personnel; a very 
expensive proposition, because it: cannot be done without winged upper stages which 
have a parlicularly low transport efficiency [4J. For this reason it wiIl be found 
necessary to reshict the number of personnel in space to the bate minimum . 

These apparently plausible premises pretty llluch determine the fundamental 
design criteria for orbital systems, namely, 

(a) orbital e~tablishments must be ~mal!, becallse of the Ii mitml payload eapa.city 
of ,wailable vehicles, or their soupeu-up versions, and because, for operational and 
Jogi~tic reasons, the establishment of a given unit cannot take any arhitrary lengtll 
of time and, for that matter, number of supply fligh ls, 

(b) the Ilumhp,r of personnel. permanently accoIllodated by the satellite must 
be very limited. It is, perhaps, not an unreasonable gue~5 to assume 4- persons. This 
is about as much as can be ca.rried - aside from the pilot ._" in one pa~sellgcr vehicle 
within tIle range of available tfll<e-off weights (poi nl 1 above). Thus not more than. 
one passenger ship would be involved in a normal personnel rotation. 

(e) From (a) and (b) it follows quite naturally that, for maintenance of an 
e~tahlisl1ed satelli I.e, only o::olllpal'atively small quantities of supply are needed, 
probably not more Ihan 2,000 1)) per month ~4). Making this weight the standard 
payload fOT a small mail!ltenance ship will provide a reasonable safety margin inasmuch 
as several ships can be sent up in rapid sequence, should need arise. 

Before continuing, it may be pointed out here that the above reasoning applies 
to thermo~chctnical rockets, because they are believed to be the only type of 
rocket propulsion available for phase A and for a large portion, if not all, of 
phrlse B. As far as we can see today, the technical application of nuclear energy 
to rocket propulsion will be restricted, for some time to come, to the transfer of 
heat to working fluic1s, Even under extremely favorable heat transfer conditions 
of high pressure and high temperature, thermo-nuclear power plants appear by 
no means superior - in many cases they are even inferior _. to thermo-chemical 
systems [oJ, except under space fligllt conditions. This also is, in essence, the 
conclusiou which must be drawn from the excellent paper [6J which points out 
means of greatly increasing the specific impulse of working fluids by radically 
lowering the chamber i)l'essure (although this makes the heat transfer _. and pile 
cooling·- process very diHicult). It can, therefore, be expected that the develop
men t of thermo-nuclear propulsion systems for rockets will not be sufficiently 
attractive until true space flight bas become imrnilll:nt, that is, in phase C and D 
(Fig. 1). At present, and in the decades to come, the atomic development program 
\vill spend much of its efforts to carrying this energy to the industrial and household 
consumer. The result of this efrort doubtlessly "will help building the "atomic 



space ship"; but , by then, I hope, will we have proceeded already wdl into 
phase B. Thus it is unlikely that we will encounter thermonuclear propulsion 
in ph;\se A or B; on the other hand, it nmy not be altogether unreasouable to 
assume that pllase C and D rapidly willllo away with thermo-chemical propulsion 
for inter-orbital space ships. This, in fact, is part of the space Sllip development 
program which constitutes phase C. 

Oil the basis of the general design criteria outlined above, it follow.s that the 
supply system must be different for "building periods" . and for "maintenance 
penulls". Inhabited satellites generally pass through both of these periods. 
Establishments in orbits of departure of astronautical expeditions are of 
temporary nature and, therefore, experience only the fiTst period. 

Based on these premises, a new satellite supply system, involvulg automatic 
supply ships for material transport, and restricting the use 01 winged upper 
stagr.s to passenger service only, has been analyzed in [4]. The relative weight 
and complexity of a purely automatic supply ship has been compared to a supply 
ship having a crew or passeng~r ca.rrying capability. The result was overwhel
mingly in favor of the wingLess automatic supply ship which, for a take-off weight 
of 13. to 1.4 million pounds (11 ,000 lb payload) was found to yield a 9 times 
greater payload capacity per mission (if not even more) than a ship of equal 
size with winged upper stage. It has also been shown that an automatic supply 
ship system with an 11,000 Ib "heavy-duty" ship for the "building period" is 
reasonably ade(juate for the establishment of small observational (reconnaissance) 
satellites, as well as for the establishment of orbits of assembly and departure for 
atronautical missions up to and including our two neighboring planets. 

The present study is an extension of the analysis presented in C4~ , covering 
complete orbital systems_ 

III. Reqnirements 

The primary objective of n.D orbital supply system is to maintain connection 
between the earth and any orbital installation iu the terrestrial gravity field , 
for the purpose of transporting personnel and equipment into and out of the 
respective orbit. 

In order to fulfill the requirements connected with these objectives, it is 
necessary to 

1. study the probable range of dista.nces and inclinations (with respect to the 
equator plane) of future orbits, 

2. analyze the probable material and transportation deDl i:U1ds for the various 
types or orbital establishtnen ts. 

Orbital establishments, . invohing human activity in space are 
(a) observational satellites (permanent) 
(b) orbits of departure of astronautical expeditions (temporary) 
(c) orbits of arrival of astronautical expeditions (temporary) 
(d) auxiliary orbits (t<:'mporary). 

1. Observation-at 5 alellites 

As observational satellites we define orbital installations which are concerned 
exclusively \vith terrestrial functions, pertaining to the earth as tIle abode of 
man, and to scientific activity. 

Such satellites, being inhabited, will stay up permanently. Orbital inclina
tions of between 45 and 75 degrees are desirable, in order to pass, at one time or 
another, through tho zenith of as many points on the surface as possible. Orbital 
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altitudes SllOUld be as low as possible, in order to keep maintenance costs down 
and permit. best utilization of earth-scanning devices (such as telescopes, oamera, 
radar, other electromagnetic eguipmcnt), Low · altitude is · especially important 
for obtaining reasonable resolution with nOll-optical devices (e. g . radar; se(\ for 
instance [7]). 

Fig-. 2 indicates an altitude of 450 miles or more for pcrmanent satellites. 
Ho\vcver, 400 miles, or perhaps even 350 miles , appear feasible jf provisions are 
made for correction lorces, 
applied to tIle satellite by 
mc,U1S of an attached pro
pulsion system, or by puslling 
or tm,\'ing (to the limited 
exten t necessary) -with a rocket 
ship, provided the satellite is 
a small, single-body affair. In 
any case, there is no reason 
WIlY the orbit of permancnt 
satellites should be located 
beyond 600 to 700 miles 
altitude. 

On the other hand, two 
factors may be mentioned 
,,,hich caution against placing 
orbits, particularly permanent 
orbits, at too Iowan altitude: 

1. Orbital perturbation. 
2. Accuracy of flight, pa\'

ticnhrly of automatic supply 
ships. 

The second factor will be 
subj cd of a separate c1 iscnssi on 
which, in its details, is beyond 
the scope of the present paper. 
Some remarks pertaining to 
the first factor arc presented 
subsequently. 

Any orbit around tIle earth 
is perturbed by tIll', sun, 

,001 ... 
of' 

Fig. 4_ RegTcssioll of the nodes dne to 
p()ial·'preccssioIl . 

moon, and by the oblateness of the earth. Its polar radius is about 12 miles 
smaller than its equatorial radius. _As SPrIZER has shown [8], these pertur
bations affect a satellite orbit in two ways: 

(a) ihey cause periodic oscillations in altiLUde (tidal dfect), 
(b) they produce a precession of the orbital plane. 
The tidal effect causes the orbit to deviate from a perfect circle (if it ever was 

one, for reasous of accuracy of the origiual establishment). SPIT%ER has shown 
that the effect of sun and moon is negligibly small. The sun causes a deviation 
of less than one foot in altitude, and the effect of the moon is about twice as 
strong. Perturbations due to the obla.teness of the earth can be considerably 
larger. They arc zero when the orbital plane coincides with the equator plane. 
\Vith increasing inclination the oblateness becomes progressively more effective, 
reaching a maximum for 0 = 1)00 (polar orbit) where a designates the angle of the 
orbital plane with respect to the equator plane of the earth. In a polar orbit the 
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amplitude of the oscillation in al ti tude is found to be about 1 mile, if the orbi tal 
altitude is about 60 mil.cs. At 625 miles altitude, the deviation still is about 
0.tl4 miles, gradually decreasing to 0.75 miles at about 1875 miles altitude. The 
ampliturlo, therefore, changes very little within the range of relevaut orbital 
altitudes. Since the above values apply to a polar orbit, any orbit with less 
inclination will show a lesser altitude oscillation. 

The tidal eHects are therefore small in any case, except in regions of atmo
spheric density where even this altitude variation augments materially the effect 
01 air forces in causing a decay of the orbit into a spiral of descent. This, however, 
is the region, roughly below 100 miles, the empty zone in Fig. 2, above the region 
o[ hypersonic rocket flight. 

Thesecoud effect mentioned above is orbital precession owing to a non
spherical distribution of the gravitational potential in the surrounding space. 
The inhomogeneity is such that it prorluces a gravitational pull, directed normal 
to and toward the equa.torial pi ane, on every body wh ieb moves outside of this plane. 
The result of this normal force is of consid,erable practical sigllificance for obser
vational activity. It causes a regression of the nodes, that is. a retrograue or 
"westerly" motion of the two points of intersection of satellite orbit and equator 
(nodes). In other words, the north pole of the s,ttellite orbit is not at rest, but 
revolves about the north pole of the equatorial plane. These conditions are 
explained in Fig. 4 ~3J for the cases of an orbital inclination of :300 and of liOo. 
fn analogy to the lunisolar-preccssion of the equator with respect to the ecliptk 
plane owing to the perturbing effects of moon and SUll, one may designate the 
cause for the nodal regression of the satellite orbit as polar-precession, because 
it is caused. for all practical purposes, by the polar oblateness of the earth. 
SPITZER l8J has s11o'wn that again the effect of sun, moon, and the stars is 
negligible for any practieallength of time. Under the influence of polar oblateness 
the pole of the satellite orbit (Fig. 4) revolves about the pole Pe of the equatorial 
plane from P s to P,' and back to Ps. \\'11en the pole, coming from p. arrives 
in P,', the ascending aud descending node have changed their places. The period. 
of regression is the time required for P,. to complete one revolution about Pc 
along the circle indicated by the dashed line. Actually, as mentioned before, the 
lnnisolar-preecssion causes p, to revolve about the pole of the ecliptic plane, 
as indicated. in the lower part ot Fig. 4; but the motion is so slow that its influence 
on the orbital posilion with respect to the ecliptic plane can be neglected for all 
practical pnrposes. 

The orbital period of regression due to polar-precession is given by 

Tpr:=..c 3.60 (sec) = 0:0~417 (d) (1) 
lpp '!j'l' 

where the ratc of regression !pp, in degree per second, uepends, in analogy to the 
lunisolar-precession of the equator, on a precession constant P, multiplied by the 
cosine of the angle of inclination 0, 

1pp = P cos O. (2) 

The precession constant, derived in [8J and [!)!, can be expressed in the first 
approximation, using present notation, by 

:lGO 
P~X-t~ W 

'r 

where 

(4.) 
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is the periou of revolution, measured against a fixed point in space (Ys and cp., 
represent the distance and angular y'clocity of the satellite) and 

X~1.64']0-3(r;Or· (5) 

ror) and r being the radius of the earth and the mean distance between orbit and 
the center of the earth, respectively. 

The period oi regression, therefore, depends on orbital distance and inclina
tion. It inCTeases with both parameter~. The preceding equations show that 
T Pr becomes infinite in the case of an poIa"r orbit. At very small inclinations the 
period of regression reaches its smallest value and depends on the distance only. 

The period of regression dcfineu in Eq. (1) refers to a fixed coordinate system 
in space rather than to a point on the earth's surfac.e. Of greater impoTtance for 
observational purposes is thc effect of regression on the visibility of certain parts 
of the surface. Only' those regions are accessible to optical observation whieh He 
in daylight. Due to the revolution of the earth about the sun, the distribution 
of light and darkness on the globe varies during the year. If the SUIl would be 
infinitely far aWfLY so that the motion of the earth could be regarded as being 
rectilinear for any practical length of time, then a given point on the surface 
could be observed in daylight at alternate time intervals equal to T tw. However, 
since the earth moves along a circle, rcaching the original position in regard to 
the SUll aIter :3(;fj days, and since the regression is uirectcd retrograde, that is, 
opposite to the motion of the shadow of the carth, the perioaof regression in 
regard to the daylight side must be shorter. It Cflll be expressed in the form 

1 1 1 
- =, -- + -. (6) 
T pr' T PI' 365 

A given point on the earth can thus be observed in daylight at alternate interval::; 
of 1'1':' independent oC the orbital distance as far as the additive teml 1/365 is 
concerned. 

Fig. :) s11o\\'s the period of regression Tpr and Tp: as function of orbital altitude 
and incli.nation . The period increascs v{ith both parameters, but it grows more 
rapidly with the inclination than with the distance. Because of f<2q. (6) the 
period o( regTession should not be too long. Hence, for large orbital inclination, 
low orbital altituue again is desirable. Inasmuch as there is a lower altituck 
limit, several observational satellites may beco!lle necessary. 

Summarizing, then, it can be stated that all known circumstances point 
towaru high orbital inclination, but low orbital altitud.e as the most desirable 
position of observational satellites. A maximum of about 700 miles orbital 
altitude, therefore, appears acceptable. 

2. Orbits oj Departure 

Orbits of departur~ arc occupied by temporary satellites with astronautical 
functions. In these orbits are the astronautical (inter-orbital) vehicles assembled, 
equipped, and fueled. From these orbits they depart to their destination in the 
cislunar or translunar space. 

It has originally been explained in [:3j that, due to the polar-precession of 
inclined orbits, observational satellites can not be used as bases for astronautical 
endeavors, at least not into interphmetary space. For tha.t matter, no orbit of 
departure can be used fOT the return. The reason for this is that orbits of departure 
whose plane is inclined with respect to the plane of the transfer dlipse which 
leads to the tilrget planet, require additional energy, since the velocity vector not 
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only has to be increased from circula.r to hyperbolic, but abo its direction mnst be 
changed. If vl is the velocity in the old orbit and v2 ~ VI the velocity in the new 
orbit, and if i is the angle between the two orbital planes, then the total velocity 
increment, required for the scalar and the directional change is given by 

Ltv = 1/v1 :<+ V2
2 -2v1v2 cosi. (7) 

For the directional change alone (VI = 1'2 =- v,) the energy penalty amounts to 
;1 ,I ;- - -- -. . i 
- . - ~ 1 2 (1 - cos 1) = 2 SID -:- . (8) 
~ t . 2 

This relation is plotted in Fig. 6 and shows the fallacy of the assumption that 
an observational satellite in an inclined orbit could be used as base for intcr-

. planetary flights. This does 
not apply to the moon OT to 
any operation in the cislunar 
space, because in this case 
the transfer paths to the 
apogee are ellipses or nearly 
parabolas with the earth 
remaining in one focus. 

An astronautiral expedi
tion, therefore, will return 
into an orbit which is different 
from the orbit of departure. 

f-- As far as lunar circumnaviga
tions and cislunar operations 
(training and development 
flights) are concerned, this is 
the only thing to observe. 

In regard to interplanetary 
expeditions the conditions are 
different. It has been shown 
in i4] that there exist certain 

2oo~~~~~~~L-~~~~rn~w7.~~,,~~~O~~~~~~ 

(j/'l?iI;;/ ;;/tilUde (UlI) 

optimum satellite orbits of 
departure or arrival for which 
the transfer energy to another 

Fig. 5. Period of regression of orbits. 
Ahsolute - --, f1aylight side 

disl,lllce from the sun becomes 
a minimum. This optimum or
bit is defined by the relation 

2r~ (9) 
rs,opt '--' Y8 rl / 2 RA J2 

Rp I Rp -;-- RA ---1 _ 

where y,,. aud Ye are parameters of the terrestrial and solar gravity field, respec
tively (ef. nomenclature) and Rp and R.A are the perihelion and aphelion distance 
of the interplanetary transfer ellipse (nonnally assumed to contact the orbits 
of t11e planet of departure aud of the target planet. respectively). The optimum 
satcl1ite orbit distance is shown in Fig. 7, plotted against the distance of one of the 
apsides, while the other, of course. is assumed to lie in the earth's orbit. It ",:ill 
be noted that jnst for Venus and Mars the optimum satellite orbits are very 
far out. 

These orbits are optimum inasmuch as they yield the smallest transfer energy 
from the satellite orbit to the planetary orbit of the target planet. For the optimum 
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satellite orbit near the target plrmet Eq. (9) must be applied to the gravity field 
of the respective planet; that is, YMgelpl<mcl must be substituted for Ye' The 
transfer energy, in velocity equivalents, is plotted in. Fig. 8 for all planets in the 
solar system, as function of the distance of the satellite orbit of departure (or 

,zf M a7 · (U 1M 1JJ 3!J: 
Pc 

Fig. 6. Velocity increment required lor chang'e of orbital plalle. V =, orbital incli.nation 
"rith respect to the equator, i = orbital i1lclination with respect to the ecliptic. 
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Fig. 7. Optimum distance of departure or arrival as function of the target planet. 

arrival). In the case of Venns awl ?liars the savings mnount to about 4,OOn ft/sec. 
HoWever, it has also bcen shown in [4] that the optimum orbit of departure from 
the earth lies as close to the surface as feasible, if the orbital supply system is 
taken into account. An example, illustrating this fact is presented in Fig. 9, 
sho\',-ing the conditions for an orbit of departure for a Mars expedition [4]. The 
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figure shows various velocities involved as function of the distance from the 
earth, where roo is the earth's radius, r1 is the distance at which the ascending 
supply ship has attained local circular velocity, Vo is the circular velocity, A V,t 

is the velocity increment which throws the vehicle into the trausfer elli psc to the 
satellite orbit, and L1 VIII is the short burst of power required at the apogee point 
to enter the satellite orbit; finally. V .1 is the velocity at the apogee point of the 
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transfer ellipse aud L1 VsI is 
the velocity incremen t required 
for the Mars ships, leaving 
the orbit, to attain hyperbolic 
velocity \\'ith respect to the 
earth and to enter an inter
planetary transfer ellipse 
whose aphelion lies in the 
Mars orbit. The circular veloc
ity at r[ must be attained 
independently of the distance 
of the orbit of departure. 
Therefore what counts for a 
minimization of the overall 
effort - supply and departure 
-- is the sun A ~;11 +,1 f'IlII · 

+ A V,j, [t can be seen that 
the eurve representing this 
sum of velocities increases with 
the distance from the earth. 

As a matter of economv, 
the altitude of the orbit ~f 
d.eparture should therefore be 
as low as feasible . This holds 
true also for all lunar and 
cislunar operations. 

The orbital inclination has 
no significance for lunar and 
Cislunar operations with one 

exception which will be mentioned subsequently. For circumnavigations 
the moon orbit can be intersected from any directiou and there is no principal 
preference as to the inclination of the satellite orbit around the moon. The 
exception is that, for observation of certain areas and particularly if, at a later 
stage, landings on a predetermined landing site, are planned, then the resulting 
requirements of course determine the inclination of the satellite orbit of departure. 
Under these conditions it would be more or less accidental if an observational 
satellite could be used as base for departure or could be aimed at during a return 
manoeuvre. 

Fig. 8. Vel(Jcity of departure vs. distance from earth. 
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For interplanetary expeditions the orbital inclination is determined by thc 
plane of the transfer ellipse to the target planet. Thus the inclination of the orbit 
of departure at the beginning of the assembly operations (the initial inclination) 
follows from the period of regression Tpr and from the time reqLlired to get the 
expedition under way. Since the time of departure is fixed uniquely by the 
correct " constellation of earth and target planet for a given transfer ellipse, it 
is the time of beginning of the assembly that must be selected and which, for the 
given altitude, yields the desired initial inclination. 
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Summarizing then, it can be stated that orbits of departure should be as 
close to the surface as possible for maximum economy. Since they are of tem
porary nature, orbital altitucles :l50 miles, perhaps d.own to 300 miles, appear 
feasible. In a sense (Fig. 2), the best orbits of c1eparture lie thus "deep" in the 
atmosphere, namely in the lower portion of the mesosphere. The orbital inclina
tion is determineu by orbital altitude, plan.; of the transfer ellipse, and· assernbly 
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Fig. \I. Effect of sllpply system on selection of assembly orbit of interplanetary expedition 
to MaJ·s. 

time. Usually, the orientation of the interplanetary transfer ellipse will be 
similar 10 thai of the ecliptic plane (0 = 2~r50); so, at one time, the orbit of 
departure must also lie in this plane. For this inclination and for an altitude of 
300 to 400 miles the period of regression (Fig. 5) TPT is approximately 55 days. 
In [4-] an example has been presented of a small Mars expedition, involving 
8 persons anu 3 ships. Its assemhly requires about 600 flights with the 11,000 Ib 
payload automatic supply ship. The assembly time, ulilizillg the advantages 
of prefabrication on the earth to the utmost extent would. be not more than 
4 to 5 months. During this time the assembly orbit completes roughly 2 t.o 
3 periods of regression. The orbital plane oscillates bet\veen - 23.5° and + 23.5° 
inclination with respect to the equator. The trajectories of the supply ships 
must follow this change; that is, they must be vaned from ascent to ascent. 

3. Orbits of Arrit'al 

Althongh the supply system requirements supersede the recommendation 
of Eq. (9) concerning the optimum orbit of departure for planet-bound spac(~ 
ships, the above analysis nevertheless applies unchanged to the orbit!; of arrival. 
Arriving in the optimum orbit savE'S mnch propellant which must be taken as 
payload through all preceding propulsion periods and which, therefore, is 
particnlarly expensive. 

The crew is picked up by an auxiliary ship, or the space ship is refueled. from 
the earth. This energy, freshly supplied from the earth after return, is applied 
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much more economically, since it has not been carried t1H'ough partof the solar 
system prior to its usc. ' 

Since Venus and Mars are the only planets likely to be visited in the foreseeable 
future, it follm"s, thercCore, that orbits of arrival from interplanetary expeditions 
can be expected to lie very far out, namely at about 4(),OOO miles distance. 
Consideration of the energy requirements for picking up crew aud equipment, 
however, may lead to a compromise orbit at Ii somevi'hat reduced distance of 
perhaps 25,000 to 30.000 miles. 

4. A uxiliary Orbits 

Standard supply ships will not be capable 01 reaching orbits thus far out, 
even without payload. In this case i.t is necessary to introduce an auxiliary orbit 
which is occupied temporarily for the purpose of transfer of propellant, material ; 
or passengers. It is taken over from the ascending supply ships by a space f(~ITy 
which carries the load into the far-out orbit. This has been proposed in [3J and 
also ill [10J as a method of restricting the size of supply ships without unduly 
reducing the transport capacity. 

It appears that the auxiliary orbit .can be located as close as 120 miles above 
the surface lor a few revolutions (meaning several hours) . In the present case, 
when personnel and equipment is to be picked up in an orbit of arrival, the 
winged passenger ship(s) must be refueled and provided with additional propellant 
tanks or boosters in the auxiliary orbit. 

From the disclJssions in SLlb·Sections 31 through 34 it can be concluded that 
nearly all orbital establishments preferably should be located as close to the 
surface as feasible. For observational satellites, altitudes between 400 and 
700 miles (650 to 1,100 km) are indimtcd. Assembly orbits can lie at even lower 
altitude, in the rauge between 350 and 400 miles (560 to 650 kID), depending on 
the assembly time required. Extreme cases are the auxiliary orbits and the 
orbits of art"ivitl from interplanetary space, the former being located around 
120 miles (200 km), the latter somewhere between 25,000 and 40,000 miles (for 
Veuus and :vIars expeditions), depending on the reeovpry eHort regarding the 
residual 11ardware in the orbit of arrival. Probably not much, if any, of this 
will be recovered. The smaller these efforts are - being, iu the extreme case, 
restricted to picking up the personnel and scientific material - the closer can 
the orbit of arrival be to its theoretical optimum, roughly at 4n,OOO miles. These 
extreme orbits are occupied only occasionally and theu for very short periods 
of time. 

Two discrete ranges of orbital inclinations can be anticipated: Large angles 
of inclination between GOo and 800 for observational satellites and small angles 
around 23° for orbits of departure and arrival. Auxiliary orbits needed for 
flights into orbits of arrival 'will, therefore, also have inclinations around 23°. 
For lunar expeditions any orbital inclination may occur. 

5. Supply Requirements 

The supply requirements depend vcry much on the level of cHart which the 
contractor is willing to buy. 

For the purpose of the present discussion, a permanent crew of 4 persons bas 
heen assumed tentatively for the observational satellite. This is not meant to 
ilnply t hat such a satellite coul d not be smaller; it onlv means tha t, in the author's 
opinion, it does not have to be larger in order to fuHih its observational and some 
scientific functions reasonably well. 
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It has been stated in ;~(l that an adequate satellite for 4 persons would have 
a volnme of about 20,000 cu ft (5G6 m S) and a surface weight of not more than 
about BOO,OOO lb (abont 225 metric tons) , reqniring a total of ahout 50 sllccessful 
flights with the large automatic supply ship. }fore <;letails are presented in 
Section 4, 

The supply denmnds for this satellite would be of the order of 2,000 lb (about 
1 t) per month. 

For lunar circu mna v iga tio ns, ll1 J .and [4] inelependen til' arrived at a weight 
o( about .'500,000 Ib in the orbit of departure, reqniring ronghly 50 successful 
flights of an Il,OOO Ib payload supply ship. In other words, this endeavor is of 
the same level of effort as the observational satellite. 

Regarding the minimum permissible limit of effort for successful inter
planetary expeditions, there exists yet a cunsielerable divergence of opinion, with 
~12J anticipating a particularly high minimum level of effort. 'Vhether or not 
this is correct will be born out by the experience gained in the process of 
establishing a terrestrial (observational) satellite and conducting circumnaviga
tions of the moon. For a Mars expedition with 8 persons and 3 ships the weight 
in the orbit of departure is abont 6.H milliun pounds [4J for the case of return into 
the optimnm orbit of arrival. Tilis reqnires a total of about 600 supply flights 
with the large supply ship; a level of effort wbich is by a factor often larger than 
for observational satellites and IUIlar circumnavigations . 

Of primary interest for the layout of orbital supply systems are observational 
satellites, the development of space ships, circumnavigation at the moon and 
perhaps a small-scale landing on its snrface; in other words phase Band C 
in Fig. 1. 

IY. lIissions 

The primary obj ective uf an orbital supply system is the accomplislrfl\cnt of 
the two principal missions: . 

1. .NIaterial supply, 
2. Transportation of personnel. 
For highest economy and efficiency, both missions should not be combined 

in one vehicle. 
The requireel capacity of the material supply system is very different for 

establishing and for maintaining a satellite. Therefore, a large anel a small 
automatic supply ship has been proposed. 

The large ship thus will be used for a lirniteel time only. Since the upp0r 
stage is wingless and docs not return , it should be la.id out in such a manner that 
most of its components can be utilized as constrnctiun elements in space. This, 
to a certain extent, determines the layout of large snpply ships of which more 
details are presented below. 

The components which are must promising as construction elements are the 
payload section and the propellant tanks. 

1. Observational Satellite 

Of p<lrtic'Ular interest for the satellite are the propellant containers of stage 3 
of the large supply ship. In order to utilize them to best advantage, the layout 
of the satellite must take these units into account as construction elements. 

Since 1\OO!{DU:-IG. [13J has proposed the wheel~ or doughnut-concept, this 
type of satellite design has been very much in vogue, because it allows for rota
tion of the system, thereby proelucing apparent gravity or weight in the tube of 

3 
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the wheel. This concept, however, has two important shortcomings: it requires 
<l compar<ltively large satellite body and it requires a very elciicatc balancing 
svstem. 
" The centrifugal acccieration is given by v2( e = (jJ2 (! where e is the radius 

of curvature and (.!) the <lllgular velocity of a point. Hence, for a given accelemtion, 
either OJ or (! must be large. Of these two parameters the angular velocity is 

C{lI'Iu!t:{ D'cct/{'l"afltJlI 
when CllilIMljl III 
ccnler 31 piYcn J"ped\ 

Ctl/'lulls sCCdNO'liM wilen 
tI~J'unt!;n.! ttl ,tJerfilht'ry
alpfM SI'~~!1 

subject to more stringent lirnitationsfor 
obvious physiological reasons and in 
order to keep the Coriolis acceleration, 
another effect resulting from the body's 
inertia, at re8.sonably low lr.vel. This 

"CenfIYk4'c71 acceleration is given by the relation 
,?cc~/~(',?J/j.? 2 I Id n . I l' , OJ (.12 .. t. l' or a given <lngu ar ve oClty 

the Coriolis acceleration is proportional 
to the radial velocity of a body, because 
it represents the inertial resistance of 
the boely mass to the change in angular 
velocity with Changing" radial elistaTlc~ 
CFig. 10). In the course of normal 
activities on t11e sa1ellite such changes in 
melial rlistance will orcur frequently. 
Now, if {JJ is very large, even small values 
of deidt ",ill produce a considerable 

Fig. lO. Inertial conditions in a satellite. Coriolis force, thcrcby making working 
and living conditions in the satellite diffi

cult or even intolerable. Consequently, the whee] must have a large radius e 
and this requirement automatically leClus to unnecessarily sizeable satellites. 

In a wheel-type s<ltcUite most of the mass is located in the peripheml tube, 
that is, at the greatest possible elistance from the common center of gravity. 
Consequently, a very delicate mass balance must be maintained, because every 
irrr.gularity in the peripheral mass distribution "will produce the maximum 
pOSSible moment. This makes activities on the satellite a rather clumsy affair 
and milch auditional weight in the foml of liquids for balancing purposes is 
required. 

In order to produce a functional satellite which combines the advantage of 
apparent gravity with smaller size and a less precarious balancing situation, it is 
proposed to concentrate most of the mass in a center body from which two 
extensions, oppositely directed, lead to the crew space. This design permits the 
usc of comparatively long arms, hence of large apparent gravity at small angular 
velocity. Fig. 11 presents a schematic sketch of u 4-man observational satellite, 
designed according to this principle. Some characteristic data are presented 
in Table 1. 

The radial mass c1istribution diagram on the right h<lnd side of Fig. 11 
indicates that most of the satellite's mass is concentrated in the center which 
contains all stowage, reserve parts, "emergency equipment, radioactive power 
supply with shieldiug material, earth scanning equipment , purifiers, attitude 
control and, of courSe the entrance tubes on the hub with the double air locks. 
In the peripheral sections are located 111C liying and working quarters (for 2 
persons on each side), control motors and actuators. 

As pointed out before, the large concentration of mass in the center permits 
more freedom or action in the satellite, particularly in the peripheral parts "with 
less danger of upsetling the balance of the system. For this reason only two 
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extensions, the smallest possible number for reasons of symmetry, have beert 
assumed. Another advanta~e of central mass concc:ntration in this type of 
design is the minimization of i .. adiaJ stress in the extension tubes and in the peri
pheral sections. 

Table 1. Characteristic Data of a 4-PersoH Observational Satellite 

Overall weight 500,000 lh 
Volume . 
Mean specific 'weight 
Angular velocity 

approx. 20,000 Cll. it (283 cu. m.) 
approx. 25 Iblel!. ft (0.4 tons/ell. m.J 
0.2295 rarl/sec 

Peri.od of revolutiorl 
Numher of revolutions 

Centrifugnl acceleration (190 it l~vel) 

13.15 dcg,lsec 
27.4 scc 
2.185 rpm 

10 ftl~cc" 

0.31 g 
Coriolis acc~leratioll (at d(j/dt 5 ft/see) 2.2U ft/sec 2 

0.071 g 

The data in Table I show that reasonable conditions ",.-jtll respect to available 
space, centrifugal acceleration (which should be high) and Cotiolis acceleration 
(which should be low) are obtained in tl1is comparatively small orbital establish
ment. At a radial speed of 5 H/scc it takes a man only about 4-0 seconds to 
cover the radius in its entire length. 
During this time he would be subject 
to a Coriolis force of only 7 percent of 
his terre~trial ,veight (about 12 lb), 
or to ftbout 21 per cent of his 
peripheral weight (that is, as if the 
load were about 36 lb on eartb) . 
. As he reduces the distance from 
the center, the Corio lis force is 
progreSSively tel t more strongly, 
since the man loses apparent weight. 
Tbe radial apparent "g" distribution 
on the left band side of Fig. II 
indicates that at a distance of 
about 50 ft from the center, the 
Coriolis force equals the apparent 
weight. In satellites with higher 
angular velocity this point lies at 
a greater distance from the center; 
which is less favorable inJ.Sllluch 
as it raises the disturbance level 
of tbe Coriolis force. 

ltJtJ 

'!wtJ .> 117 1.f f}'/.r~l 
CellinI: deeth-Nt/ion 

Ral;;;'/ 'JI' (llj'/I'IJtlli~1l 

For a satellite concept as incli- Fig. 11. Small ohservational satellite. 
cated in Fig. 11 the propellant 
containers of stage 3 can be utilized to a considerable' extent. Details of this 
design are beyond the scope of the present paper. 

2. Other Orbital Installations 
Except for the observational satellite, all other orbital installations arc of 

temporary nature, permitting (within reason) somewhat less elaborate pro
visions for living space. 

3° 
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Assembly crews in orbits of departure must operate under conditions of 
complete weightlessness. At present it is not known whether or not such a crew, 
in its leisure time, should be subj ected to apparent gravity as in the satellite 
where, however, the crew is practically all the time subject to ~pparent gravity. 
The change from weight to weightlessness and vice versa within intervals of few ' 
hours possibly is much less attractive then continuous weightlessness for a period 
of days or weeks in a ro\v. Pending a clarification of this point which is part of 
the space medical research conducted during phase E, the living quarters of 
assembly crews will or will· not rotate. 

In any case, however, the necessity can be anticipated of establishing special 
living quarters as initial construction phase in the orbit of departure. The cabiu 
space in passenger ships is by far too limited to accomodatc persons for days or 
weeks. They may only be used for the first one or two days, until the first living 
fluarters are established. Consequently, it will again be necessary to use parts of 
stage :~ as construction elements for living quarters. 

Y. Automatic Supply Ships 

The autom<ltic suppLy ships are characterized by the absence of all provisions 
required (or a human crew. This fact implies a greatly increased freedom of 
functional design. 

1, The Large Auto-ma#c SltPply ShiP 

Primary fnnction of this vehicle is to establish rather than maintain orbital 
installations. The third stage which enters the target orbit docs not return to the 
earth. Therefore, the design of tillS stage should take possible utilization, at 
least in part, as construction element for the orbital installation in to account; 
in other words, the design criteria of stage 3 are determined by space conditions 
rather than by the short period of a.tmospheric flight. 

The vehicle (Fig. 12) consists of 
a large booster-type first stage 
a second stage of annnlar cross~section 
a third stage, partly contained in the hollow center of stage 2. 

Stage 1 is designed for parachute recovery. It supplies a momentum thrust 
of about 1.74 million pounds (about 800 metric tons) from 5 main motors and 
4 tiltable twjn~motors. 

Stage 2 is considered expendable and, therefore, can be designed for a one
way mission. The reason for making, this stage expendable is that its empty 
weight ( structure, power plant and equipment) is less then 20 per cent of the 
overall empty weight of the vehicle. Moreover, its impact point is considerably 
more distant from the launching site thau that of the first stage. This results in 
a more time consuming and expensive recovery opera tion. Finally, the second stage 
is exposed to considerably greater thermal and mechanical stress during the 
descent than the first stage, so that it appears doubtful whether a reconditioning 
would be possible at all; and if so, the job will be correspondingly more diHicuLt 
aud time-consuming and perhaps ultima.tely lack the required reliability. In 11le 
light of these considerations, parachute recovelY of stage 2 docs not appear 
practical. 

Shtge 2 has 4 main motors and 4 tilt able (hinged) control motors. Together 
they supply a thrust of about 279,600 lb. The operational momentulll thrust, 
however, is 346,000 lb (about Hi8 t), because the thrust of stage 2 is augmented 
by the motors of stage 3 which add another 66,400 lb. This joint operation 
during which the motors of stage 3 are fed by the propellant supply of stage 2, 
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has the advantages of reducing the upper stage power plant weight in general 
and that of the completely expendable second stage in particular, and of in
creasing the reliability of the final stage separation, since the motors of stage 3 
are already ignited. 
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Fig. U. Schematic sketch of II.OOO-Ib supply sllip. 

Stage 3 consists of 4 engines, a set of tanks and a guidance and payload 
section, shortly referred to as nose section. Propulsion system and tanks are 
inside stage 2. The propulsion systems of both, stage 2 and 3 are on an equal 
level. hence are accessible through the same door. The containers arc completely 
protected throughout the entire atmospheric ascent. The combined oxidizer-fuel 
set measures about 5.:1 ft in diameter and has a length of 20 ft, yielding a volume 
of abont 450 cu. fl. Table II presents some characteristic data of the vehicle (for a 
more detailed tabulation d . WI) . 

The nose section contains the guidance ~nd control system and the payload 
proper. Different nose sections can be employed to suit thc particular mission. 
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In order to make the supply ship flexible in this respect, the nose section has 
been kept free from protection by the second stage. \Vithin limits, the shape 
and volume of this section can be varied. 

a) Power Plant 

The total number of rocket motors in all stages is 2;"5 1. The number of motor 
types (i. e. different combustion chambers' and injection systems) is :1, namely 

Type 1 2S;),000 lb thrust low-altitude nozzle 
Type 2 40,000 Ib thrust low-altitude nozzle 

5:{,500 Ib thrust high-altitude nozzle 
Type 3 J6,600 Ib thrust high-altitude nozzle 

Table U. LarglJ Auturnatic Supply Ship 

Stage 

Payload (Ib) 
De.td weight (lb) 
Effective propellant weighP (Ib) 
Auxiliary fluids (lb) 
GrosSl.Veight (Ib) 
Moment.um thrust per ;;tage (Ib) 
Overall mass ratio 

1 

232,000 
137,000 
931,UOO 

40,()OO 
1,340,000 
1.741,000 

2 

46,000 
:31,300 

]48,800 
5,900 

232,000 
340,000 

28.5 

11,000 
6,650 

27,300 
1,050 

46,000 
66,400 

One propellant is used in all stages, for reasons of efficiency and simplicity: 
Liquid oxygen and hydrazinr. (or, as far as weights, volumes, and stage per
formance are concerned, any propellant of comparable density and specific 
impulse). Using 02-N2H4' the propellant data are presented in Table III. 

Table HI. Propellant Data 

Stage 

Propellant 
r.Iixtureratiu (OlF) 
Chamber pressure (psia) 
Theoretical ~pedfic impulse (shifl. equil.) (sec) 
VelociLV correction factor 
Used specific impulse 

1 2 

oxygen· -- hydrar.ine 
0.9 I -> 
1)90 .-,. 
305 350 
0.94 I 0.93 
2\)0 325 

--+ 

350 
0.93 
:325 

It is realized that the mixture ratio selected will make conventional 
(unrestricted) regenerative cooling difficult. 'fhe theoretical combustion chamber 
temperature is approximately 5,590 °F (3,350 OK). Assuming a combustion 
efficiency of 9(1 per cent, the actual chamber temperature becomes of the order 
of 5,300 OF (3,200 OK). At this temperature, and at the high pressure employed, 
the heat flux density becomes very high, about 10 Btu,iiu2scc at the throat of the 
16,QOO Jb thrust motor, that is, approximately 2 to 3 times as much as present 
day values. It cannot safely be preuictcd whether hydrazine, a metastabJe 
compouud, is capable of operating under such severe conditions without decom-

1 Nut counting a very small motor for final velocity adjustment of stage 3. 
2 Defined as lhe propellant weight required for acceler.tting the vehicle. 
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position. One principal alternative is, of course, to use liquid oxygen, at least 
for cooling part of the motor. In this case the cooling jacket pressure would 
have to be increased slightly above the critical pressure of oxygen which is 
about 51 atmospheres. Aside from this, there are other methods considered, 
combining the use of highly heat resistant materials with an appropiate design. 
which gives reason for the assumption that such motors can be operat('d 10 years 
from today. Details are beyond the scope of this paper. ' The importance of 
developing ne\\' types of motor cooling, in order to take advantage of .high 
l)crformance propellants for orbital flight, is obvious. 

Th(' propulsion system of the first stage consists of 5 mai.n motors of the 
type I mentioned briore, and of 4 scts of h\'i11 motors of type 2 with low-altitude 
nozzle, that is, exit pressure 0.7 atm. The main motors arcmountecl rigidly, 
arranged as shown iu Fig. 12. The 4 twin motors are tilt able, serving as control 
motors: 2 for pitch, two for yaw and roll. Twin motors have been taken, in order 
to utilize the type 2 motors developed for stage 2. 

Each mai.n motor and each control twin motor is equipped with a complete 
feed system, consisting of an 02-NzH4-opcratccl gas generator, gas tnrbine, and 
one pump each for oxygen and fuel. The fluid pressure resulting from the prcssure 
due to gravity Ileac! and from the gas pressure in the tanks, provides ample 
l)ressnre on the snction side of the pumps. 

The tankage - and, hence, the \-"hole body of stage 1 - is subdivided into 
two sections, one above the other. This has been done for the following reasons: 

1. The large body of stage I can be transported and handled, as well as cheeked, 
more conveniently if it consists of 2 separate sections. 

2. If, during pressurizatiou tests prior to cissen"lbly and firillg, a tank leakage is 
discovered, ruen onl r the section conceIIled, not the w hole stage has to be exchan gecl. 
This mcam; a bpecial simplification if lcakage or dalnage occurs in the upper section. 

3. Misalignments can more readily be cOlTected. 
4. The lower section is a straight cylinder which experiences liltle heating- during 

the ascent. Therefore, it probably can consist of a lighl meLal alloy. Por ihe upper 
section which already contains the transition to the ogive this may noi he the case. 
If, for reasons of telnperature and pressure. this section must have a steel wall, then 
the separa han in to two sections Ins the ad vantage of making the use of differen t 
construction materia.1s possible. 

5. For reasons of low weight and bettcr handling and transportation no tail fins 
are provided. In order to counteract the effect of their absence on the stability 
conditions Juring the ascent - ruat is, to reduce the instability to a level where it 
can be handled by the control motors as far as control moments and response iime 
to cOlllmandos is concerncd - the center of gravity (CG) tnust be kepl as far forward 
as possible, particularly during the first portion of the flight, when the dynamic 
pressurc is still high. Qne effective way to accomplish this is the method of pro
grammed emptying of the tanks, In this ease the lower section is emptied first. This 
section is slightly larger (containing about 60 per cent ofihe propellant), in order to 
place the division. line between the two sections as far forward as feasible. 

Stage 2 has 4 rigidly mounted main motors of type 2 with high-altitude 
nozzles (P. = U.I atm), and 4 tiltable control motors of type 3 for pitch, yaw, 
and roll trimming. These motors ignite at the moment of separation from stage l. 
One feed system of the same type as used in stage 1 serves one main motor plus 
one control motor together so that a total of 4 feed systems for about 70 000 lb 
of thrust each is requircd. 

At the same time stage 3 is ignited. This system consists of 4 tiltable motors 
which at the ~ame time serve as control motors in pitch, yaw and roll after 
slage 3 is on its own. There is one feed system for all 4 motors. 
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From the low pressure (suction) side of one of the stage 2 feed systems with 
correspondingly dimensioned feed lines one fuel aml one oxygen line is branched 
off, leading into the respective suction lines of the stage B pumps, upstream of the 
point where fuel and oxidizer is tapped for the gasgenerator. \Vith this arrange
ment the stage 3 feed system can operate normally with the only difference that 
the propellants come from another tank system. 

Immediately preceding the point where the supply lines lcave stage 2 tl,erc 
is a ~,'uillotine cutting device and just inside stage 3 is a pI ug valve. Where the 
supply lines enter into the suction lines of the stage 3 pumps, a two-w<ty valve 
is located. During the operation of stage 2, this valve blocks the suction lines 
coming from the stage 3 tanks. About 2 or three seconds prior to separation, the 
gui1lot.inc device, e1cctroma€,'11etically actuated by a timing device, cuts the supply 
lines which thereupon are sealed promptly by the plug val yes due to the over
pressure from the stage :3 side, since simultaneously the 2-way v"lve has opened 
the suction lines to its own tanks. Thus stage 3 already operates independently 
when the motors of stage 2 are turned off. 

b) Structure 

Stage 1, subdivided into two sections a<; explained in lbe preceding section, 
consists of integral tanks which are equipped with splash plates, iu order to 
prevent damage to the containers by the impact of residual fluid after cut-off, 
caused by sudden deceleration due to drag and pull of the parachute. The fonv~rd 
end of the tanks is protected from the gas jets of stage 2 as wen as from the air 
jet after separation by means of a jet deflector. 

A yoke above the main motors with outriggers to the control motors collects 
the thnlst force and, through a thrust frame consisting of 16 beams (about 
J 10,000 Jb or 50 tons per beam) induces the force into a collector at the base of 
the main structure below the tanks. This section below the tanks is a fc-enforced 
semi-mollocoque construction . From there the thrust force is equally distribllted 
into the integml tan k body structure and into the wall of the second stage. 

Th~ length of the cylindrical portion is 57 It at a diameter of ] !1.2 ft, yielding 
a total volume of 16,400 cu. ft. The ogive meridian is a circular arc section with 
a radius equal to 12.5 calibers . . Its total length is fill feeL Of the total volume of 
11,200 Cll. ft, approxim~tcJy 0.58 belong to stage I, 388 cu. it (II m 3) or O.O:H are 
nose section voll/nie, and the rest is stage 2 plus the shielded portion of stage :1. 
The semi-vertex angle of the ogive is HI.I degrees. The overall surface area of the 
ogivc section is 2,800 sq. ft (2ii2 m 2), and the surface area of the cylindrical sec
tion is 3,450 sq. ft (:322 m 2). Hence, the total vehicle surface is 6,250 sq. ft 
or 584 m2• 

In stage 2 the thrust is evenly distribllted to the inner and outer 'wall of the 
annulus, in order to prevent shear forces on the propellant tanks. Normally, 
with gas pressure in the propellant tanks there would be the danger of budding 
of the inner cylinder, causing the structure to be fairly heavy in this portion. 
Actually, stage 2 is never required to operate with a hollow inner cylinder. 
Stage :3 automatically supports the walls. If, in addition , light re-enforcements 
are provided on the inside 01 the tanks, as indicated in Fig. 12, sufficient structuml 
strength is obtained at little weight penalty. 

In stage 3 the thrust frame leads straight up from the motors to the nose 
section. Four tubes are provided which are hollow and which contact the inner 
cylinder wan of stage 2 where they are gllided so that stage:3 cannot rotate either 
before or duriug the expulsion process. 
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The containers are suspended betweeu the columns of tIle thrust frame. 
Therefore they do not have to carry any load, except their OWl,l. They can be 
made of very thin aluminum sheet, double-walled for protedionagainst mete
oritic dust. Top and bottom are removable so that both coutainers can be mounted 
together in space as one construction element. Details as to its use are beyonu 
the scope of the present paper. 

The joint thrust force of both stages 2 and 3 is so distributed that stage 3 
ahvays has a certain weight with respect to stage 2. Tl1is weight increases during 
the joint burning, as stage 2 is emptied while stage 3 remains fully loaded. 'The 
payload nose of stage H rests on a conical bearing on top of stage 2 so that lateral 
displacements dne to inertial forces are also avoided. Because of this relative 
weight of stage :1, premature separation normally cannot OCCUL At burn-out of 
the second stage the thrust of stage 3 produces separation. 

c) Gnidance and Control 
Automatic guidance and control for all three stages· originates from the nose 

section. The first and second stage contain only the conlrol motors and their 
actuators. 

The vehicle is launched vertically and, by a 3-step program device (1 tilting 
program for each stage) is directed into a circular orbit, and from there into a 
transfer ellipse which contacts the target orbit. The path deflection for the first 
shtge is of the order of 90 to 15 degrees, for the second stage 15 to 4 degrees, 
and for the third stage 4 to 0 degrees. Now, it is not so very important at which 
altitude exactly the thiru stage reaches zcro 
degrees trajectory angle. More important 
is that , upon completion of the program ·of 
deflection, the vehicle has local circular velo
city. Transition into the transfer ellipse 
requires only a small additional velocity 
increment which preferably is not produced 
by the 4 main motors but by a small auxiliary 
motor of about 1,000 Ih thrust. When the 
powered flight is completed, the vehicle 
must possess an initial velocity which will 
carry it along the unpowered elliptic path as 
shown in Fig. 13. 

\ 
) 

) 
/ 

While the vehicle moves along this 
transler ellipse, its axis must be turned 
by 180 degrees in oruer to have correct Fig. 13. Ascent into the target orbit . 

attitude for the third and final propulsion 
period at . the target orbit. For a target orbit altitude of 600 Illi the cruising 
flight time is abOlit 47 minutes (depending somewhat on the cut-off aHit.ude) or, 
roughly, 2,800 seconds. In the case of continuous turning, the angular velocity 
must therefore be of the order of 0.064 deg/sec, a rate which can easily be 
maintai.neu by a comparatively small attitude device of about 100 lb weight. 
The weight of stage 3 during the cruising period is approximately 18,500 lb. 
Aside from the attitude controhn pitch which maintains the tangential direction 
of the vehicle nose ""ith respect to the flight path, attitude control in y,rw and in 
roll is required, in oruer to ascertain correct positiou of the vehicle in all three 
axes at the time of the final propulsion period. This period again is very short , 
involving velocity increments of the order of a few hundred feet per second only, 
for the orbital altitudes under consideration. 
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2. The Small Automatic Supply ShiP 

The small automatic supply ship serves to maintain an established orbital 
installation. Therefore, it is dislinguished from the large supply ship by a 
considerably smaller payload capacity and by the fact that it has to operate 
over a much greater irngtb of time. Consequently, the recovery problem becomes 
particularly important for small snpply ships where every improvement in 
economy of operation, however slight, is augmented significantly by the length 
of operation, For these reasons, the question as to which configura lion should 
be selected for sinail snpply ships is of primary interest. In general, the functional 
operation of the vehicle will be very similar to that described above in connection 
with the large supply ship so that this noes not have to be repeated here. 
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Fig. I4. Three configurations for 2,OOO-lb supply ship. 

Fig. 14 illnstrates schematically 3 basic types of design: 

Type T conventional concept of multi-stage vehicle with series arrangement 
of stages. 

Type II provides paral.lel arrangement of second and third stage, mounted on 
a booster rocket. Tllis is actually a modification of the telescope arrangement used 
for the large supply "h ip. 

Type III represen ls an arrangcIllen t in series of second a nrl third stage, both 
being mounted parallel to the first stage. 

Type 1 could be realized more conveniently in the present case due to thr. 
smaller size of the maintenance ship. However, like in the case of the large 
supply ship, the seconn stage probably will have to be \\-Titten off as a total loss 
which, for reasons mentioned above, does not make this solution very attractive. 
In addition it requirr.s more power pJant weight and has onr. more: ignition period 
than the large supply ship. The main advantage of this type, as compared to the 
other two types depicted in Fig. 14 is its low weight, becaLlse it docs not have 
wings. However, from the viewpoint of reducing V\.'eight by omitting wings, 
it might be more attractive to choose Type llJ with wingless first sta.ge. One 
then gets about the same low take-off weight, but avoids the disadvantages of 
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the first type. The wingless versions would weigh about 275,000 Ib for a payloa.d 
crt-pacity of 2,000 lb. 

Type TIT with wingcd first stage is based on a suggestion made by Dr. DOHN

BERGEN!. 'Ole inherent advantage of this type is gained by equipping the first 
stage with wings. In the form of a.n a.irpla.ne the first stage is most easHy and 
conveniently recovered by directing 1t (either by pilot or by remote control) 
hack to the launching sitc. Morcover. joint operation of the first and second stage 
has an even greater engine saving effect that the telescope arrangement or, for 
that matter, Type II, in spite of the fact that the second stage is equipped with 
lIigb-altitude motors and therefore operates with now separation during take-off. 

Type II has been studied independently by the author in 1951. This con
figuration has Oliginally been llsed for the passenger vehicle (see below) with tllc 
only difference that in the latter case the third stage is winged, while in its 
application to lhe small supply ship, the second stage has been provided 'with 
wings. This stage attain~ considerably higher speed and altitude than the winged 
stage in Type III. Its maximum flight velocity is of the order or M -= 20, while 
that of the first stage is half as much. Consequently, a winged second stage 
principally faces more severe flight conditions, particularly with respect to 
aerodynamic lwating. 

Jt must be kept in mind, howeyer, that these fligllt conditions must be 
explored and mastered a.nyhow, in order' to make an orbital passenger ship 
- hence, human space flight - technically feasible; and a returning orbital 
passenger ship must be subjected to even more severe conditions than a \vingcd 
second stage. 

The justification in the present case for giving preference to a winged second 
rather than first stage lies, in the opinion of the author, in the fact that recovery 
of the first stage can be accomplished by means of parachute (at least this is the 
working assumption through 0\1 t thc presen t report), while the second stage 
cannot be recovered in this manner .. For maximum economv of the maintenance 
operation which requires recovery of both, first and seco~d stage, it appears, 
therefore, that the second stage must be equipped with wings, while the first 
stage does not need wings. For this reason, Type II appears, for this particular 
purpose, most attractive. 

With 2,000 lb payload and based on oxygen-hydrazine, Type II weighs 
about 475,000 lb. If emphasis is on low take-off weight (which, in this case 
however, docs not mean good economy), then Type III \\-ith wingless first stage 
appears to be most promising, its take-off weigllt being of the order of 275,000 lb. 
For more data on the low-weight configuration d. [4]. 

3. Flight Performance 
The total energy of the supply ship's rest mass after completion of the ascent 

is given by the sum of ki.netic energy in the orbit and of the potential energy 
difference between surface and orbital altitude. The velocity which is equivalent 
to this energy constitutes the minimum vclocity required for transfer into the 
given orbit. The term minimum velocity implies that no losses occur while the 
energy is produced, that is . during the various propulsion periods. The minimum 
velocity is given by the relation . 

vm;.". = 1/1- (1 I"~~) = t'e 1/ 1 .+ 2 y~. (to) 
rs roo . roo 

1 The author is greatly indebted to Dr. \V. 1l0RKRERGl:£.R, Guided Ivlissile Con
sultant at the Bell Aircraft Corporf1tion, for many rliscllssions un this subject. 
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and is plotted in Fig. 15 as function of the altitude y, together with the circular 
velocity. The three propulsion periods of an ascemling orbital '\rehicle have the 
purpose of attaining ciTcular velocity at a low altitude, say, of 350,000 ft (Phase I) , 
enteriug the transfer ellipse (Phase II), and finally of entering the target orbit 
(Phase III). Fig. l5 shows that at an altitude of 350,000 It, the minimum velocity 
is about 2fi,200 ft/sec. At 700 miles (3.7 million ft) altitude, 'which -';ve presently 
assume as limiting altitude for observational satellites and for orbits of departure, 
the mlnimum velocity is 27,800 ft/sec. The minimum velocity required for Phase I , 
therefore, is about fJ4 pcr cent of the minimum velocity required for the target 
orbit. 
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Fig. V>. Minimum velocity and circular velocity. 

Losses during the propulsion periods are due to gravibtional pull, aero
dynamic drag, and steering forces which cause the resulting thrust axis to devi3te 
from the flight direction. By proper selection of the flight program steering 
losses can be kept very small. Drag losses are ovcl"Compensatecl by additional 
propulsive forcc due to increasing pressure thrust as the vehicle gains altitude ; 
this holds true for large, slowly ascending 3-stage orbital vehicles of which two 
stages are operating practically outside the atmosphere, that is, at technically 
negligible ambient pressure. By far the largest loss is caused by gravitational 
pull. In the case of gravity losses there arc nO countervailing gains, like for tlle 
drag losses. From numerous trajectory calclllationsit follows that the overall 
loss during the first propulsion phase is about 85 to 93 per ccnt of the circular 
velocity at :~50,OOO ft altitude, with 90 per cent beiug a fairly good aveYClge. 
Since nearly all of the minimum velocity is produced during the first propulsion 
phase, as stated above, it is simpler to take the minimum velocity of the target 
orbit and divide it by 0.9. This t11en corresponds to a loss during the first pro
pulsion period of about 85 per cent . and is, therefore, on the conservative side. 
The resulting velocity ot :n,ooo ft!sec (~U'; kmJsec) is the ideal velocity on which 
the layout must be based. No return propellant is required for automatic supply 
ships. 

Vacuum conditions are reached prior to the burn· out of slage 2. This is 
important, because the interference effect of aerodynamic forces would make t.he 
expnlsi on of stage 3 extremely difficu Lt. if not i Ul possible. At the given dimensions 
alld with an initial acceleration of 1.44- g (d. tentative trajectory data presented 
in [4]), it takes stage 3 less than 2 seconds to emerge from the duct. 
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The expulsion process is characterized by the requirement that both vehicles 
must be in a condition of free fall. This is to avoid that stage 2 which then is 
no longer burning, has "weight" with respect to the third stage, This weight 
would produce an excentric load on that portion of stage 3 Wl1ich is still inside 
the duct. This load would increase as the respective centers of gravity move 
apart, until separation is completed. 

At the time of separation of stage 3, the trajectory angle is still different from 
zero, although its value is small, of the order 01 4 uegrees. Fig. Hi a shows that 
if, during separation, the thrust Fa of stage :l points in flight direction (a = 00), 

then the appclren t weight (which ind udes the cen trifllgal effect) W 2' = (1- "; r) W z 

of the second stage produces a load Fa sin () on stage 3. At the velocity of about 
1H,OOO ftisec, existing at that time, 
W2'= OJ) U'2' if H'2 is the instan-
taneous zero-velocity surface weight 
of the second stage. Of the weight 
H'2 ' the fraction (F3/W2') sin () or 
(2 F S/W2) sin () is. under the condi
tions of Fig. Hi a, supported by 
stage 3. As the center of gravity 
{C.G.h moves fon'{arc1 and away 
from (C.G')2' this weight fraction 
produces a moment in pitch which 
tends to tilt the nose of stage 3 in 
up\vard direction. The residual 
weight of stage 2, contri buting to 
the gravity deflection of the trajec
tory is then TY2' - 1':) sin 0, or, as 
far as the interesting weight com-
ponent normal to the flight direction 
is concerned, (lY2' _. F~ sin 0) cos (). 
. If the thrust is horiwntal 
(Fig. 16 b), this weight component 
is increa~ed beyond the value result
ing from gravity alone, owing to 
a thrust component Fa sin (J which 
now is pointing in downward direc
tion. This condition causes an 
appareut centIifugal force of the 
same magnitude, acting in the 
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opposite direction, til ting downward Fig. 16. Expulsion of stage 3. (a) Thrust int1ight 
the nose of stage 3. direction. (b) Thrust horilOnlal. (e) Correct 

Fig. 16 (', shows the correct case thrllst direction. 

where the thmst directiotl is at a 
negative angle of attack, somewhere between the two extremes. The correct 
negative angle of attack a is determined by the condition 

Fa sin a = F3 sin fJ cos e, (U) 
tllat is, the centrifugal effect and the weight fraction to be supported by stage 3 
must balance each other, eliminating CJ.ny moment with respect to the e.G. of 
stage H, thereby creating a condition which is equivalent to that of free fall of 
both centers of gravity as they glide apart. The free fall in this connection refers 
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to the motion 110rmal to the flight direction. The weight component W!.l' sin e. 
which now is no longer supported by thrust, expedites separation. The required 
angle of attack is given by 

sin a = Sill.8 cos e. (12) 

where fJ = 0 - a. Therefore, the correct angle follows from trial anc1 error. In 
the present case f) is very small, hence cos 0 "-' 1. and. sin a = sin j3 """ sin ()/2 
or (l _. rJ/2. With a trajectory angle of 4 degrees, it follows that the required 
angle of attack at the beginning of the separation process must be - 2 degrees. 
))uring the short time of separatio'o the traj ectory angle changes very little. 
so that in the first approximation a constant angle of attack can be assumed.. 
Stage 2 preferably is tilted, by a special program, into this angle of attack 
immediately before stage :3 ceases to obtain propellant from the second stage 
and switches to its own supply (d. V, 1, a, p . 38). 

The importance of completc absence of perreptible dynamic pressnre during 
the separation is apparent from the preceding discussion . For this rcason the 
vehicle must clear the atmosphere, before a stage separation of this type becomes 
practical. This is one important reason - aside from several others - why tbis 
system cannot be 8.pplied to the first and second stage. 

VI. Orbital Pllssellg(lr Ship 

Pa~.senger vrhides are rharactcrized by at least one ..,vingeu stage, the upper 
stage, which provides accomoclations for personnel, but not for a cargo-type 
payload. '1'his restriction is of fundamental importance, as it eliminates design 
compromises which inevitably carry a severe penalty in terms of size, weight, 
aerodynamic quality and safety. It permits the functional drsign of the winged 
passenger stage as a hypersonic gliuer. 

1. Description 

The ascent of a passenger ship into the target orbit is not different, except 
in details, from that of an automatic supply ship. The important part is the 
return into the atmosphere, by far the most difficult and, presently, least under
stood portion of the flight path of an orbital vehicle. It will be seen that this 
bct alone _ . aside [rom all advantages inherently associated with the use of 
automatic supply ships - suggests strongly a functional separation of loau
carrying and passenger carrying vehicles. 

The return into the atmosphere determines the design criteria of the upper 
stage. These criteria call for 

good aerodynamic (particularly hypersonic) qualities 
structural reliability 
transport safety. 
This shows that for the upper stage of the passenger vehicle, emphasis lies on 

entirely different featnres than in tile case of stage 3 of the large suppJy ship 
\vhere highest transport efficiency ancl maximum utilization of the upper stage 
in space arc of paramount importance. A compromise between these requirements 
whose effect on the design reveals strongly divergent and, jn part , even opposite 
tendencies, cannot leau to a satisfactory solution, at least not until the technique 
of orbital systems is much further advanced than we iustifiably may expect 
it to be within the next 1:5 or 20 years when the first orbital systems may be born. 

A concept which emphasises a number of design features of orbital passenger 
sJlips is shown in Fig. 17. This orbital passenget· ship consists of 3 stages: 
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a booster-type first stage 
a flat-bottom second stage 
a winged third stage. . 
The two last stages are arranged parallel to each other and 'are mounted on 

top of the first stage. 
The first stage resembles that of the large supply ship, except for size and 

weight. It is smaller, because the second stage turned out to be considerably 
larger than its counterpart in the supply ship, owing to the particuleLr dimeusii)I~S 
and sheLpe of the passenger 
stage, which dominates the 
design of this vehicle. j twas 
found, however, that the take
off weight of the passenger 
ship can be kept about equal 
to that of the large supply 
ship so illat the same first
stage rocket engine assembly 
could he used. Parachute 
recovery is assumed which 
should be simplified, compared 
to the large supply ship; due 
to the lower weight and lower 
cut-off velocity .of this stage. 

The second stage is tai
lored for high mass ratio and 
expendable design, consisting 
essentially of propellant con
tainers and rockd engine 
assembly. 

The third stage is a h}--per
sonic orbital rocket glider 
which, in the present concept, 
accornodates one pilot and 4 
passengers, a total of 5 persolls, 
corresponding to a payload 

Fig, 17. Orbital vehicle fOJ: passenger transport. 

weight of 1,200 lb, clpproximately. Table IV, representing a condensed version 
01 the relevlmt portion of Table IV in l4], summarizes tIle hasic data pertaining 
to the passenger ship. 

T8ble lV. Orbital PasS6ngtl'l' Ship 

Pflylo8,rl (lb) 
Dead \A'eight (It) 
Effec1.i ve pl"ope Ilant weight 1 (Ib) 
Auxiliary flllicis (Ib) 
Gross weight (Ib) 
Momentum thrust pel" stage (Ib) 
Overall lllflSS ra Li o~ 

1 Cf. Table II-

1 

2U,000 
Hi7,000 
H7;;,000 

34,000 
1,340,000 
1,741,000 

4fo,000 
33,000 

lSfo,130 
fl,H70 

274,000 
410,000 

32,4 

, Larger Lhan in Table II, because upper stage returns. 

3 

1,200 
16,100 
2G,900 

1,800 
46,000 
49,800 
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2. The Orbital Glider 

The most important part of the passenger ship is its final stage which is 
destined to C,lTry human beings into and out of space. For this reason it mnst 
be designed with particular concern for its "payload". 

The three principal design criteria for the orbital glider have been mentioned 
before, namely good hypersonic quaE ties. stru dural reliabili ty and trans port safety. 

The returning glider passes through a regimes of flow, known as free-molecnle 
flow, slip flow and continuum flow [14 J. The free-molecule flow is characterized 
by the condition that the mean free path of the molecules is mnch larger than 
the body dimensions or the vehicle, meaning that collisions betwcen molecules 
and body surface are much more frequent than collisions among molecules 
themselves. In free-molecnle flow a boundary layer does not exist. The gas 
molecules strike the surface, remain in coi1tact with it for an unknown peliod 
of time and then are re-emitted in some random direction with respect to their 
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original direction of motion. As the air density is increased. a boundary layer 
begins to form; however this boundary layer is different from the conventional 
concept inasmuch as the air is not at rest with respect to the surface, as is usually 
the case at higher densities. This How regime which is termed slip [low is 
encouutered when Alb "-' 1, i. e. when the mean free path of the molecules, A, 
is of the order of the displacement thickness of the boundary layer b. TSIEN 114.J 
suggests that the slip flow may occur in the range 1 > ?.fli > 0.01. Between 
slip flow and free molecular flow (1 < A/V < 10) TSlE~ assumes a transition 
region, which he calls realm of fluid mechanics, and in wlllch intermolecular 
collisions are of equal importance to molecule-waH collisions. At values 
?i r) < 0.01 begins . thr rather well known regime or continuum flow. 

Fig. 1.8 shows the mean free path as function of altitude for two molecular 
diameters (data taken from )5J). It can be seen th,d the region of free-molecule 
flow extends, approximately, from 450,O()O ft upward. The slip flow domain 
lies roughly between SOO,OOO ft and perhaps 140,000 ft in local regions around the 
nose 6r at the leading edge of two-dimensional surfacr.s. 
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The regions of free-molecl1le flow, slip flow, and continuum flo\'I,' separate two 
fundamental concepts: aerodynamics (conlintlUffi How) and superaerodynamies 
(slip flow and free-molecule flow), the density (or mean free path) bcillg t.he decisive 
parameter. On the other hand, air velocity breaks down the flow regimes into 
subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flow where hypersonic flow is defined as 
the velocity range in 'which the term 11M2 (11,1 "--' MACH number = ratio of flight 
velocity to sound velocity of the ambient air) becomes small enough to be 
neglected. S trietly, the Ii nearized t 11 cory as a medIlS for caJcula ting th e pressure 
distribution about a two·dimensional body fails alre~{(ly at very 10\v supersonic 
l\lACH numbers (AI> J .1). BUSEMANN 's third order theory is applicable up to 
MACH number 3 approximately. At higher 1L'\CII numbers the third order theory 
must be replaced by the hypersonic theory of the perfect gas which in turn, 
depending on the bonndary layer conditions, must be modified at very high 
l!ACH numbers to take gas imperfecUons (e. g. dissociation) into account. [n the 
present discussion it is important to note tlmt as far as the aerodynamic theory 
in gen eral is concelned, the difference between ~TACII number 10 and 20 in, say, 
continuum flow, is less significant than the difference between ~:[ACH number 15 
in continuum or in slip flow. 

In the dom8.in of frec-molecule flow, the drag coefficient is very high i16J, 
~ IiJ , [18J, hut the overall drag as well as the heat transfer by forced convection 
([l8J through [23J) arc both neglis>ible small owing to the extremely low density, 

In general, it appears tlmt the slip flow region can be broken down into two 
regions. One region, 0.01 < J/IJ < 0.1, direc1.ly following the continuum flow 
region, and a second region, 0.1 < 7./0 < J .0, preceding the intermediate region. 
[n the first mentioned region, shock-boundary layer interaction is dominant and 
Jnay lead lo a considerable increase in skin hiction and heat transfer _ 24J, while 
in the second region of even more rarified gas, the before-mentioned slip eHect 
becomes do rnin dIl t, Cll using a redllr.tion in hm t transfer. ThllS, as the 
vehicle passes through t'he slip flow region, one may visualize the 
development of successive types of bOllndary layers. At the present time this 
makes theoretical analyses difficult and predictions uncertain. Little is knO'wI1 
about the drag throughout the slip flow region and even less about the lift. 
Knowledge of tlle lift coelIicicnt is important for computation of the sink velocity 
of the glider throllgh the slip flow region. . 

Approximately, below a speed of 14,000 ft!scc and below 150,000 ft altitude 
most of the vehicle's surface is subicct to continuum flow conditions. The shock 
wave drag becomes increasingly important. Surface conditions are now con
trolled by the conditions bellincl the shock wave and also · by hypersonic 
shock wave - boundary layer interaction. The latter causes a thickening 
of the boundary Jayer at the leading portions, therehy changing significantly 
the geometrical shape of the leading contours. Qualitatively, the highest 
heat transfer rate, hence, the most critical region 01 aerodynamic heating can 
be expected in the upper region of continllUtn flow and the lower (denser) 
region of slip flow. Thereafter conditions gradually improve due to decreasing 
flight velocity. It is important 10 point out, that the above description is valid 
only for a given type of boundary layer, that is, lamular or . turbulent. The 
necessity for maintaining laminar boundary layer conditions in continuum 
flow, whenever possible, is of great importance, hecause transition to turbulent 
boundary layer immediately increases the heat transfer coefficient considerably, 
especially when the flight speed in this region is still high. 

These aerothenuod:yn<tmic conditions, roughly ontlinecl above for ,L better 
understanding of the problems, determine the design of the orbital glider. 

V. LAY.· r<OIJgrdJ 4 
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The pat.h of the glider is defined by t.he well-known condition of equality of 
aerodynamic lift and vehicle weight, IV. At sufficiently high flight speeds the 
weight is reduced by an amount equal to the apparent centrifugal force Fe. 

WV Z TVv 2 r 
L = HI _.- F, = HI _ .• "-'- = lV· , - .... - (l:.l) 

gr r 
where y = g y2, g and r the gravitationaL acceleration and distance from the 

center of the earth, respectively, at fli:2:ht altitude 1', and the lift L = C L 5 P,oo (J 1'2 
"v. 2 

with 5 bring the lifting surface area and a the density ratio p/Poo' Solving for a 
which is a measure for the instantaneous flight altitude, 'we obtain 

a = ~o =-~ Y-PO: Cj:2' r) = ~~ ~2p~'CL [(:~;-r - 1] (14) 
where 1'0 is the local circular velocity and 11 the instan talle011S High t velocity. 
This equation can be written in a more general form, thereby introducing an 
important glide parameter 

Ifl 

It! 

~f:. = _2_ (.Y._ -r) ~ __ 2_ (r -r ). (15) 
TV/S Y Poo v2 ' y Poo V 2. 00 

" § 
- ~ 

-4 ,----

~ l-

The approximation r = y ¥
-=I=- roo ~ Yoo is justified, be
causc, )'/ruo« 1 in the altitude 
range where the aerodynamic 
lift becomes significant [say, 
at (HI -FcljW > 0.2, i. e. 
v < 23,000 ft,/sec, correspond
ing to a glide altitude of 
roughly y < 250,000 ft]. 
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The generally valid glide 
parameter is plotted in Fig. 1 9 
versus the flight speed (using 
r ~ Y(){I)' Thus, at a 6riven 
flight speed the glide altitude 
i" proportional to the lift 
parameter CL (WIS). 

At the high flight MACH 

numbers in question, the 
stability of the boundary 
layer (i. e. not the transition. 
but the possibility of the devel
opment of a transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow) is 
no longer determined by the 
REYN OLllS number exc I usi vel y 

Fig. 19. Glide parameter as function of night velociTy. but, more important, by the 
M,\cH number just outside the 

bonndary layer and by the ratio of wall temperature to free stream temperature 
(i. e. the direction and intensity of heat Dow). A high ra tio of temperature just outside 
the boundal"}.' layer to \vall t~mperatUTe has a stabilizing effect on the boundary 
layer. However, the REYNOLDS number appears to remain the drcisive parameter 
for the magnitUde of friction and heat transfer. A general discussion of this 
situation is brought forward in a separate paper. \Vith decreasing H.EY"'OLDS 
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number the heat transfer decreases in laminar as well as in turbul\:nj boundary 
layer flow. Therefore, turbulence at very great altitude (low REY:'<OLDS Humber) 
is not necessarily more harmful than hlrninar heat transfer, if turbuknee should 
occur at all. The laminal"ity requirement is most significant in thc eOlltinuUI1l 
flow regime. 

TIle drag principally SllOUld bc high, in orc1tr to limit the duration of descent, 
heTlCc, of thermal stress on the slruclure, 11 is necessary, however, that the drag 
be produced in such a manner as to minimize the heat flux density into the 
vehicle in the conrse of the slow-down process. For instance, increasing the skin 
friction drag by producing a turbnlent boundary layer would definitely constitute 
a stcp in tht \"Tong direction. By th\: same token, an incr(Oase in wav\: drag as 
form drag (not drag cluc to lift) is not ncccssarily bcneficiaL Tn continuum flow, 
the limit for the desirable 'wave drag is given by the maximum permissible rate of 
deceleration and by the fact that the higher pressure behind the shock wave 
produces a de-nser bonndary layer, the-re-by increasing the heat transfer coefficient. 
On the other hand tht flow velocity behind the shock \vave is lower and the 
temperature of tIle air is hightr (by a considerabk amount at hypersonic speeds), 
than before the shock wavc. Higher temperature tends to increase the boundary 
stability, provided the wall temperature can be kept at the same valne in spite 
of higher heat inflnx due to higher pressure. If, in continnum flow, this increased 
stability is capable- of preventing tnrbulence, the higher laminar heat transfe-r is 
the le-sser eviL A more de-tailed discussion of all these counteracting effeets is 
beyond thc frame of this report and will bc presented in a forthcoming paper. 

As a result of thc many considerations it follows that the orbital passenger 
glider preferably is small. I t is characterized by very low lifting area load (the 
propellant containers are empty upon return into the atmosphere). Most of the 
large lifting are-a should be flat bottom body area. The advantages of flat-bottom 
bodies, namely reduced 'wing area and re-duced he-at influx into the wind-side 
(or lifting) body surface have bc(On pointed out earlier by E. SAENGER '[25]. 
Reduced wing area is possible, because at the high flight speeds, a flat plate has 
excellent lifting characteristics, even if it has a very low aspect ratiol, Thus 
the body is capable of carrying a major portion of its own weight, thereby 
reducing the bending moment on the wings and permitting a lower structural 
weight. 'Vith the body acting as an important lifting device, a compara
tively smaller angle of attack becomcs fcasible for the same lifting force, the 
strength of the shock wave preceding the lifting surface is reduced, and 
(Oonscq ucntly the heat flux density per unit surface area becomes lower for a 
given boundary layer condition (laminar or turbulent). 

In the tentative concept of the orbitul glider, shown in Fig. 20, ,l two-dimensional 
body is used whicb, in effect, represents a very low aspect ratio wing and which 
prodnces about 60 per cent of the hypersonic lift. The wing planform is of 
secondary importance- in hypersonic flight and has no influence in free-molecule 
aerodynamics. A highe-r aspect ratio tl1an tIle one offered by the body alone is 
desirable solely for reasons of low-speccl flight and of landing (rtduction of the 
angle of attack at toltch-cl o\vn) , A high taper fa ti o? provicl es for high s tructuraJ 
strength at the wing root and reduces the wing lip load. The comparatively largc 
root chord at thc same time reduces the sensitivity with re~pect to the excitation 
of wing oscillations by resisting wing twist, thereby cutting down angles of attack 
and wing load variations due to wing flutte-r. No attempts have been made to 

I A~per.l; ralio is defined as the square of the wing span, divided by the wing area 
which is taken to include the pad covered by the body, 

" Taper ratio is defined as ratio of tip e.hord to root chord, 
4* 
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optimi ze the thickness ratio l of the Winb'"5 of tllt: pro~olypE' configuration ShO~l 
, F'g 2(1 T Ile form drag (or wave drag at zero 11ft) Increases strongly wlth 
III I, , - , 1 d . 
incl"'asillg thickness ratio, however, the drag- due t o lift. ill.cH'aStlS WI~ 1 ccreasmg 
thickT! 'SS ratio, H.eslIiction of form drag, therefo,I:!, hllHts tlw t hlck.ness rallO, 

Fig. 20. Schematic skotcll of .~-peT5Qn orbit a] rocket glider. 
Flat bottom area: Section (A) 445 ft" 

In) 540 (t2 

(C) 330 ft" 
Total 1,3];; ft2 

Wing load: Full 35 Ib!ft2 (hypersonic) 
Empty 11,1 Ib/ft 2 

It is assumed that only 50% of the above area is effecLive as lifting surface at sllbsonic speed. 
Hence the wing load is doubled. 

Moreover, since high lift force is required, and since high drag, as far as com
patihle with heat transfer considerations, is desirable also, the drag due to lift 
should be very high (i. e. the operational point on the polar of the orbital 
glider should he far beyond the point at which lift over drag is a rnaximum2), 

Thus a comparatively small thickness ratio can be anticipated offhand. 
1 Thickness ratio is defineu as ratio of maximmn thickness to length of chord of 

a given wing section in flight direction. 
2 Maxilllnm lift over drag, a requirement for long range, is of 110 :significance here, 

The angle of attack for maximum lift over drag is considerably smaller than the 
angle of attack for ma,ximulll lift. Given a certain minimum dynamic pressure (say, 
about 0,7 atm) and a suitabl() vehicle plul1form, a()rodynamic controllability and 
stability can be maintained even at high angles of attack. 
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The three fundamental ch3.1·acteristic fea tllres of an orbital passenger ship 
are therefore: 

low liHing area load 
high ratio of body lift to wing lift 
operation at angles of attack which exceed those rcquired for maximum lift 

over drag. 
Smallest possible vehicle size is called tor by he,lt transfer considerations 

(reduction of surface area) aUll also by the. second of the characteristic features 
enumerated above, since, as pointed out already by SAl\GER and BHEVT C25] , 
the ratio of body lift to \ving lift decreases with increasing vehicle size. 

In view of t.he flat bottom body configuration 01 the passenger stage, a 
parallel mourning of the two upper stages becomes ,m engineering necessity, 
beeal1se, otherwise, the lift oJ the flat bottom area which is Jarge in comparison 
to the base area, would, during powered ascent illld trajectory deflection, produce 
an intolerably high bending load on the joints between second and third stage. 
Another very important advantage of paralleL mounting is, in this case, the 
rearward shifting of the center of pressure of the overall vehicle. This contributes ' 
greatly to improve the stahility conditions and results in a saviug of structural 
weight by requiring smaller fins on the first stage. -

The resulting tentative glider conli),,'lHation depicted in Fig. 20 is fairly slender, 
although, presumably, not slender enough for maximum range operation which, 
however, is of no concern in connection with the orbital passenger vehicle. 
Even so, it is not suitable for the stowage of bulky payJo<td. The vcllicle 
consists of a flat bottom body (Aj, (e) and a pair of wings of trapezoidal 
plan form which is suggestea by the desirability of high hlper ratio and which 
also yields a comparatively high aspect ratio for a gi,;en wing an~a and taper 
ratio thus improving somewhal the low-speed flight characteristics of the glider. 

The front porlion (A) of the body cqntains the cone-cylinder unit for passenger 
accomodation, It includes all furnishings, power source, guidance and stability 
equipment, amI is imbedded in the front portion of the body (forming so-to-say 
an obliquely oriented roof) for maximum heat protection of the passenger 
compartment . Most of the descent flight is a pure instrument operation with 
little need for visibility . As the vehicle approaches the smfaee of the earth, steel 
lids can be removed from \vinclows <IIld periscope lenses. TIle rear portion (C) 
of the body contains the power plant assembly 'with parallel arrangement of tIle 
units. 

Safety can be taken into account by providing an emergency separation of 
the passenger-carrying section (A) from the rest of the which:'. This appears to 
be the only method which permits a sa"ing oI the passengers under hypersonic, 
very-high-altitude flight conditions, and which, at the same time does not require 
an excessive increase in structural weight of this section. This separation 
which makes the front portion 2Il independent airplane, provides protection 
primarily against failures in the power plant section (B). II o-wever , in this section 
the probability of failure is inherently largest, benmse it involves the ~reatest 
number of parts in operation during powered ascent. A seriotls structural failure 
in the front portion - during po-wered ascent or during the descent --- -. would 
almost certainly resuLt itl death of tllC pilot and passengers. Complete safety is 
impossible in such a mission and utterly incompatible -with the low-weight 
requirements dictated by 0111' present energy sources, Hut then, it must again be 
emphasized that the smaller the vehicle, the less likely is a failure in the front 
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sectional structure or snrface construction. Thus safety considemlioos furnish 
another important argument in favor of small size of thc orbital passenger vehicle. 
This condition can principally not be satisfied iI the passenger carrying yehicle 
must, at the smn e ti mc carry a substantial payload of C;J.rgo into the satellite 
orbit. Separation of cargo and passenger transport, therefore, is not only reqnired 
from tl1e virwpoint of cargo transport efficiency and economy, but also from the 
viewpoint of passenger transpost safety and reliability. 

Another important design COIlsideration is the pressnre distribution over the 
upper surUl.CC of the glider. Strong, and above all , sudden, dlanges in static 
pressure are liable to produce violent crossflow, contaminating the boundary 
layer and producing prematnre transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The 
configuration Fig. 20 yields higher pres<;llrc over the 'wings than over the body. 
Inspection of the side view indicates that contamination of the body boundary 
layer is most likely to originate from the region where the leadi.ng edgc of the 
wing is closc to the body. In order to minimize the suddenness of the transition 
this portion has been smoothed out oy a curved contour. 

More details will be presented in a subsequent paper. For the present dis
cussion a qnalitative analysis may suffice. 

3. Flight Path 
Fundamentally, the powered ascent of the passenger vehicle is the same as 

t 11 at of t hc automatic su ppJ y s 11 i p. A certain increase intra j ectory deflect ion is 
permissible within limits, becausc more lifting area is available to prevent 
excessive gravity deflection . The limits arc giveil by the condition that the anglc 
of athLck thus required during powered ascent must not exceed a certain critical 
value, defined by the maximum permissi.ble 'wing load of the passenger stage. 
In order to increase this angle as far as the complete vehicle is concerned, the 
third stage is assumed t.o 1)c nlonnted at a negative angle with respC'ct to the 
vehicle axis (Fig. 17). 

Aside from 111is, no aerodynamic requirements exist for the \vinged stage 
dnring the powered ascent. For all practical purposes, in this period stage 3 is a 
rocket rather than a glider plane. This is emphasized by the fact that the vehicle 
has cleared the atmosphere before separation from stage 2 OCClJrs. Althongh 
absence of a technically perceptible dynamic pressnre is not as .necessary a 
condition for separation as in the case of the large supply ship, it nevertheless 
simplifies the separation process of two parallel stages. 

The passenger stage provides guiclance and control for aU stages during the 
ascent. These operations, as \vell as guidance and control of stage 3 proper 
(including attitnde control in space) mnst be Iully automatic. ThereforC' , only 
one pilot is needed who manages the supervision and monitoring of tIle servo 
system and maintains connection with surface station and space station. J\s to 
the return flight, the pilot will take over in the final portion of the descent when 
low supersonic speeds are reached. It then ..,,;ill require all the skill 01 a good 
pilot to bring the airplane safely to the gronnd, beccLUse hc must accomplish a 
dead-stick Janrling 'with an airplane of pool'lovv-speed qualities due to unavoiclable 
compromises with hypersonic snperaeroc1ynamies . 

Fig. 21 shows the velocity-altitude ancl velocity-temperature relation for a 
typical range of lift pamrneters 0.003 < CL/(fV;S) < 0.0:) fPilb. 

The velocity altitude correlation is oblained easily from the generally valid 
glide parameter - c1efined in Eq. (15) and plotted in Fig. 19 - and from a 
density-altitnde table, in the present case [15]. 
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The corrl'lation between velocity aud skin equilibrium temperature follows 
directly from the equality of held influx and radiation. 

(16) 
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l'ig. 21. Hange in variation of altitude and equiliblium temperature of descending glider. 
Lilt parameter: -- 0.003, .,,'"'' 0,015,. _.- -- 0,0;;. 

where he is the cOllveet.ive heat tramJer eoeHident (Btu/fl2see oJ{), T, is the 
iusulated w",l1 (or boundary layer) temperature (OH.): [fL' is t.he aclual wall 
tempemtme (OR), a is the STEPHAN-BoLTZMANN constant (O.In Htu/It2hr 
(OH./1 00) 4), 13 is the emissivi ty of the wall (here taken as O. fJ), and To is the ambient 
temperature. or these quantities, he is computed from 

N" - h~ x = 0.:132 (H.e) 1/2 (Pr)l,13 (17) 

where N" is the K USSELT num ber, k is the heat conductivity of air (Btu/ft 2sec °R/ft) , 
Rc "'-..1] x v/,u is the REYNOLDS number with .f! "'" density, x ---, distance from 
leading edge, v = velocity outside the boundary layer, p = coefficient of viscosity, 
and Pr = ltepik is the PRA:SDTL number, Cp being the specific heat of the air at 
constant pressure. Eq. (17) is strictly corred only for incompressible flow, but 
it can be applied to compressible flow provided the air properties contained in 
N", Re, and Pr are calculated at a reference temperature which lies between 
T, and T," and is givcn in [26] as 

T' "-" To' (0.70 + 0.023 114 2 + 0.58 ~:). (18) 
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The insulated wall temperature has been computed as isentropic stagnation 
temperature with variable specific heat and a recovery factor of n.!l, but without 
considering dissociation, 

v2 

Ti=rj T . 

2 g J rei' 11': 
(Ul) 

where I = 778.3 It,Ill/Btu, 1) is the recovery factor and cp is the mean specific 
heat between To and T.. The equilibrium temperatures arc shown in Fig. 21 
for a = 0 degrees angle of attack and for u. ~ 100, 20° and 30°. In calculating 
the latter values, a two-dimensional shock wave has been assumed and variation 
of the ratio of specific heats taken into accouut. In assumiilg a two-dimensional 
sbock wave, the: conditions outside: the bounc1ary layer are identical with those: 
behind the shock. The temperature uata represeut those of all uncooled wall, 
I ft behind the leading edge, heing in radiation equilibrium at the given indination 
with respect to free stream direction , and at the given velocit.y-altitude corre
lation as specified by the lift parameter on the left siue of Fig. 21. Particula.rly 
at altitudes above 200,000 ft the heating values become inaccurate because they 
fail to account for t.he slip effect. :Morcover, it is not known ,vhether the ·rder
ence temperature method isrcliablc at MACH numbers above 10. However, the 
temperature curves show a trend which is probably correct. 

It can be seen that a temperature maximum is reached roughly between 
16,000 and 22,000 ft at the lilt parameters consic1ered, but lhat this maxirrmm is 
lowered significantly v.-ith increasing lift parameter. It can also be seen that the 
skin temperature increases, in all ca.ses, significautly with the angle of attitude. 
Kow if a high angle of attitude is dur. !lotto high angle of attack but to bluntness 
of the wedge (high form drag), Fig. 21 shows that iligh temperature 15 obtain€d 
without the relief of higher gliclc altitude. On the oth r.r hand , if the high attitude 
angle is due to large angle of attack then the same drag may be obtained, not as 
form drag, but as drag due to lift. In this case, el uc to the higher lift coefficient 
inherently connected with a larger angle of attack in these flow regions, one obtains 
the benefit of higher glide altitude , hence, reduced heat influx in spite of higher 
attitude angle. It, there1ore, is not irrelevant how the drag is producec1 (if the 
vehicle is the drag producer), and it should be understood that form drag is less 
desirable than drag due to lift. 

Actually, a descending glider would not follo\v a given lift parameier curve 
because tIle lift coefficien teL varies with alti tuel e, vel oci ty and angle or a Hack. 
It is reasonable to assume, however, that the actual lift parameter curve of the 
descending glider will lie between 0.003 and 0.015. Thus, in a small atmospheric 
layer, roughly between 250,000 and 11>0,000 ft, the flight velocity is cut down 
from about 20,000 ft/sec to 7,000 ft,lsec, that is, about 1a,000 ft/see within 
100,000 ft. Above and below this region, the deceleration is much less. For this 
range of lift parameters, therefore, the "critical region of descent" can be expected 
to coincide with, or lie inside of, the atmospheric layer between 220,000 and 
150,000 ft (roughly '10 and 45 km) altitnde. 

ViI. Concluding; Remarks 

The concept of orbital systems has been introduced in oruel' to dr-scribe the 
illte~'Tated complex of orbilal establishment and orbitn.l supply. The orbital 
establishment is defined by the position and distance of its orbi t as well as by 
its design and its function. Orbital supply -- ",hich may be regard ed as a system 
ill itself - is described by the supply vehicles and their functions. 
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In this paper an ovemll appraisal of orbital systems has been given , regarding 
the aspects of their development, tIle criteria governing the seJection of their 
respective orbits, lIle orbital establishments, and the technique of supply. 

Terrestrial and, partly, also orbital vehicle development is, in all countries 
concerned, directly or indiredly governed by military considerations on which 
the present accomplishmellts in aerodynamics and rocket flight are based. In 
view of this fact it is important to recognize that progress beyond the level of 
military intesest into the realm' of astronautical endeavors depends decisively 
upon continuity of vehicle development and of level of effort in the field of 
orbital and inter-orbital projects. . 

This report indicates that, by a systematic analysi; and by translation of the 
resulting conclusions into concept;; of functional orbital systems, this required 
continuity can be preserved without sacrificing any of the bold aspirations of 
lunar and interplanetary research. 
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